Comments and Questions organized by school (when possible).
Approximately 21 attendees (non-school district employees)

●
●

Opening remarks by Mark re: Phase Three Consultation
Powerpoint and history of consultation process.

General
●

●
●

●

Does the board have the information they need to know what the numbers of
families are? What does the grandfathering piece look like? Is it going to happen
and how will they decide? People would be more than happy to offer that
information if a direct consultation request approach was taken. [Mark: reliance
on long-term projections, 3rd party data, census data. Not yet completely
extrapolated to get the predictions right yet. The board is not yet talking about
grandfathering, but they are hearing about the demand from the public consultation
piece.]
Extrapolating from data is not the same as asking the public directly about it.
Positive feedback from residents at the Lansdowne and Middowne pocket and they
feel really appreciative that they can now have their students at Willows. They really
appreciate that the district is listening after the public spoke their minds. A thank you!
Concerns around wanting Vic High or Oak Bay to stay depending on population and
transfer requirements. Is it always about family of school instead of catchment?

●

Lansdowne
●

●

●

Mother of student attending Lansdowne asks that SD61 commits to additional
consultation with parents who are impacted by the “social experiment” of the grade 6
cohort. How will you make it awesome here at Richmond? How can it be comparable
to Lansdowne in terms of success? [The impact of fewer students at a school is
remarkable. We know what 800 looks like in one building. We know what 680 looks
like. You lose the relationships and common prep time. But that many numbers makes
things extremely challenging - Sean.]
If three schools are now feeding to Lansdowne (EMJS, for example), couldn’t this
contribute to a loss of the middle school experience as well? [Try to prevent the
overcrowding issue at Central, which would otherwise approaching 700; SJ is also too
far out].
Will this grade 6 campus be able to offer all of the same learning amenities as the
main Lansdowne campus? Worried about being able to make the middle school
experience work on a remote site. [Everything yes, except for woodshop; we will need
lots of consultations in order for that grade 6 campus to work in a way that works best
for kids.].

●
●

●

●

●

●
●

●

●

●

Mother of first-year grade 6 cohort really hopes that Sean is still the principal to see
this through because of his articulation of the vision.
Was there ever a concrete option when dealing with this grade 6 proposal? Were
there alternatives proposed? [Mark: SJ wasn’t realistic, Artemis with the portables,
adding a wing on Lansdowne was considered, but through consultation with
educators about the impact, they weren’t ideal.]
How does Sean envision the division of administration between two campuses at
Lansdowne? [Sean: I envision going back and forth between the building, possibly
with an additional administrator in each building] [Mark: Perhaps an admin follows the
cohort based on consultation
How will the late immersion program be maintained? How will that work out in terms
of numbers? How many incoming divisions or advisories do you anticipate coming
into the school, particularly with late FRIMM? [Sean: around 10 divisions. 6 ENG, 1
LFRIMM, 3 EFRIMM].
Was there a discussion about the pros and cons of splitting the cohort vs. splitting up
English and French immersion? What was the FRIMM review like? [Sean: The
diversity at Lansdowne is one of the school’s strengths and essential to the culture.]
[Mark: single track wasn’t considered in this review due to logistics, etc.]
John Stubbs is K-8 FRIMM, has anyone talked with them about it?
What are the logistical challenges around upgrading Richmond before student get
here? The school is empty this year, so can’t we do it? [Braefoot will be here, for one
thing. And also the Ministry approval process takes time as well, so it’s difficult to
adjust the timing, especially with all the other students
The grade six cohort could be so good for all of the complications that happen at that
age and a chance to build community in that space, according to an attendee that
works with youth. There’s a chance to feel things out, build culture and community
and head into the fray of a larger middle school together.
Initial reaction to hearing about Gr 6 cohort is about the community piece at a
dual-track school? Will there be intermingling between the FRIMM and ENG classes
in this already-divided grade six cohort? [Sean: sports, exploratories, already mix up.
Not just confident about the potential success, but actually excited.]
Could there be another late immersion opening up at Lansdowne? [Sean: once the
decision was made, a discussion could happen.]

“Bank Street”
●

●

Mother of son will be part of the BSS, concerns about splitting up the children
between elementary schools (children are currently at Willows for FRIMM). Concerns
about the splitting up of kids. Can you speak to the sibling transfer process. [Priority
access to schools is not part of the immediate process right now, but Mark describes
the details about consultations that have to do with grandfathering students and other
theoretical impacts with the families involved. The good news: there might be some
wiggle room with the reduced capacity at schools.]
Can you also speak towards prospective culture at the BSS? Will students have
access to all of the same extracurricular things going on in such a small school

●
●
●

●

●

●

space? [Nadine - prospective principal - could speak to how they are going to build
that school culture, but she wasn’t there.] [Sean: every school is going to feel a little
bit different, and there are benefits to having more students and benefits to having
fewer students] [Ken: there are economies of scale, but things aren’t better or worse just different.] [Diane: describes her experience as a VP in different sized schools]
What’s the number projected for K-1(or K-1-2) at BSS? Has that been thought about?
[Mark: that will be put into the FAQ to avoid citing an incorrect number?]
Is the intent for Bank St. to eventually go to K-5 eventually? [Yes, but it will ramp up,
unless there was a sudden influx of 9000 people in the area, etc.]
Would students be required to go from BSS to Monterey as opposed to Lansdowne
without special application? [In this circumstance, Monterey would be their
catchment, but there would be an opportunity to transfer, with a higher priority
compared to students completely out of catchment.]
Parents really want after-school care and child care and are worried about
getting that if she elects to send her students to go to their neighbourhood
school (BSS/Sundance). Would after school care be available? Son is currently
at Oaklands (K) and daughter will start in 2021 where there is limited
after-school care. Given the availability of after-school care at BSS/Sundance, it
would be ideal (neighbourhood school). It would need to be there at 2020 when
the school opens.
What are the allocations looking like for the BSS when it comes to upgrades given the
age of the building? [Richmond currently can function as a school, though BSS needs
upgrades and funds will also need to be allocated from both seismic and other school
functionality upgrade funds.]
Will the BSS upgrade be guaranteed or will there be a similar process for Vic High,
where demolition might be considered? What would you do [Mark: it should be part of
the public and community consultation unless there are “bad bones” and the building
needs to absolutely go. It’s also too early to say around Bank St. at this point.]

Oaklands
●

Willows
●

George Jay
●

Margaret Jenkins
●
Other
●

●

What is the situation and timeline for Richmond seismic upgrades? Where is it slated
in terms of priorities? [Minimum of 5 years before Richmond gets upgraded. Campus
View example. Code has become more strict. Final report will be posted soon about
seismic for the sake of transparency.]
Is there a lot of empty space at the high schools for down the road when all of these
kids reach high school level? [Requested additional seats as a part of the Vic High
upgrade; people in the catchment should be fine and there isn’t an anticipated
complication with catchment population at Oak Bay or Vic High, out of catchment is a
different story.]

